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ABSTRACT 

UCRL-10762 

Particles in the incident or final channel of a scattering process may 

interact to modify the experimental spectra. These interactions provide in

formation of particles not susceptible to direct scattering experiments. Ac

counting for such interactions often reveals details of production processes 

otherwise masked by the final-state effects. The various theoretical tech

niques developed to accommodate these interactions are analyzed, compared, 

and extended to give an unified app~oach to the subject. 

There are two general approaches to the problem: (a) factorization 

from the transition matrix of the wave function describing the interacting 

pairs, and (b) application of time- reversal invariance and unitarity to the 

multichannel S-matrix to relate the phases of various elements. In the study 

of the former approach, extensive use is made of Jost function techniques, 

which provide considerable insight into the relation of the various enhance

ment factors arising from final-state interactions. They are especially use

ful in an assessment of various approximation methods and in an understand

ing of the distinction between the effects of attractive and repulsive inter

actions. The symmetry of initial and final-state effects is examined. 

The methods for a single i~teracting pair are extended to accommodate 

multiple simultaneous final-state interactions by means of separable and addi

tive potentials. Analyticity and unitarity applied to Born calculations are 

shown to yield singular integral equations whose solutions provide a convenient 

correction for final- state effects; application is made to the photo detachment 

of negative ions, Finally, we discuss the possibility of detecting pair inter

actions in final states whose kinematics are incompletely determined be-

cause of unobserved particles, 
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L INTRODUCTION 

Particles in either the incident or final channel of a scattering process 

may interact to modify the experimental spectra. If these interactions are 

known, their effects can be normalized out to reveal details of the reaction 

process, Such interactions enable investigation of particles not susceptible 

to direct ~cattering experiments because of short lifetimes (e, g. , TT-TT) or be

cause of difficulties in detection (e, g, , n-n). These interactions have become 

increasingly important as higher energies have brought a proliferation of parti

cles and resonances. Few discussions of the topic have gone beyond the con

text of particular applications; consequently, the relation of various tech

niques developed for such processes, their domains of validity, and their gen

erality are seldom appreciated, 

Two general approaches have been taken to accommodate these inter

actions: (a) factorization of the wave function describing the interacting parti

cles from the transition matrix, and (b) application of time-reversal invari

ance and unitarity to the multichannel S-matrix to relate the phases of various 

elements. The history of such methods is presented in this section. In Sec. 

II we consider the perturbation theory for several additive potentials, while 

in Sec, III the enhancement factor for final- state effects is derived from Jost 

functions. We shall make extensive use of these functions, because they 

provide a connecting link between many approaches to the problem of final

state interactions. The general methods derived from unitarity and the S

matrix, leading to the "final-state theorem" of Watson, is presented in Sec. 

IV. The possibility of several simultaneous final-state interactions is taken 

up in Sec. V, Section VI contains a convenient method for correcting Born 

approximation calculations for final- state effects. In Sec. VII we consider 

the possibility of detecting interactions in those experiments in which un

observed particles occur in the final state. 

Early pion-production experiments were observed to yield spectra 

deviating markedly from phase-space predictions. These effects were at

tributed to interactions of particle pairs in the final state, such.as TT-N in 

pion photoproduction y + N - N + TT, and N - N in the process 

Tr + D- N + N + y (N representing the appropriate nucleon). Fermi, Brueckner, 
1-4 

Watson, and Serber accounted for these effects by factoring from the scat-

tering matrix the wave function for relative motion of the interacting pair, 
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evaluated at zero separation. This corresponds to replacing a plane-wave 

final state by the energy dependent distorted wave function which would de

scribe these particles s~attering in the absence of other processes, 

Scattering from channel a to channel b is then described by the 

factored transition matrix 

(1) 

with T(O) represe~ting the transition to a plane-wave final state without 

final- state interaction, and ljJ 
12

, b (q, r) representing the wave function for the 

interacting pair 12 (in channel b) with separation r and relative momentum 

q. Such factorization assumes only one interacting pair" The zero range 

approximation implies q sufficiently small that the wave length Joi. = n /q is 

greater than the range of forces in the primary process; thus the detailed r 

dependence of ljJ 12 is unimportant. Some small average radius could as well 

be used, but we shall see that r = 0 is especially convenient. The final

state effects are then accounted for by lJ1
12

(q) . 

The fundamental paper of Watson5 (hereafter referred to as W) estab

lished the concept of final- state interactions within the framework of formal 

scattering theory, 6 • 7 separating the primary (production) process from the 

secondary (final-state) interaction with a two-potential formalism. There it 

was shown, as a limiting case of the factored wave function, that production 

eros s- sections are enhanced by a factor proportional to the elastic scattering 

cross-section for the interacting final-state pair with relative momentum q; 

we have 

(2) 

Expression (2) is subject to several restrictions: the final=state interaction 

must be strong, with a cross -section a 
12 

large relative to that of the pri

mary process, and the wavelength n/q must be large relative to the range 

of the primary interaction. It was found in W that attractive interactions 

had greater influence on the spectra than did equivalent repulsive forces. 

These notions are clarified if we consider the time-reversed process 

of a typical experiment as shown in Fig, 1, with V representing the pro

duction process and U the final-state interaction, In the inverse process, 

particle 1 and 2 interact through u; subsequently entering the region of 

primar,y interaction with particle 3, Intuitively, a strong, attractive interaction 
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Fig. 1. A typical final-state process, y + D-+ n + n + 1T • 
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would be expected to enhance the probability of transition from channel 
+· a(y, D) to channel b(n, n, n ), Maximum interaction time and thus greatest 

effective interaction occur at low q, apart from resonance phenomena. As 

noted in W, expression (2) is just the result expected from detailed balancing 
3 

with d q being the phase space accessible to the pair, Typical experimental 

consequences of such an attractive interaction would be a shifting of the distri

butions of the invariant mass of particles 1 and 2 or of the lab angle fJ 12 
toward lower values; likewise the momentum spectrum for the third particle 

would be enhanced at higher values. 

Since its discovery, the cross- section enhancement has been extensively 

employed in a wide variety of experiments. Because a 12 can be determined 

directly from experimental or theoretical phase shifts, .the form (2) has been 

more commonly used than the wave function. This enhancement, together 

with detailed balancing, was used to relate a variety of pion experiments, 

suchas p+p-p+p+'IT'0 , p+p-D+n+, ytp -n+'IT+, n +D-n+n+y, 

etc. The formalism was extended by Gell-Mann and Gbldberger 
7 

to accom

modate bound states in the initial or final channeL A summary of such methods 

is found in the review article of Gell- Mann and Watson. 
8 

In this period, studies in potential theory by Jost, Bargmann, and 
9-13 

others led to the so-called Jost functions, of direct utility as enhance-

ment factors in the spirit of the factored wave function, These functions offer 

extensive insight into the analytic and convergence properties of enhance

ment factors, the range of validity of various approximations, and the pre

viously noted difference in magnitude and sensitivity between the effects of 

attractive and repulsive interactions, Integral representations enable us to 

conveniently determine the Jost functions from either the potential or the 

phase shifts,. with no need to use the more restricted cross-section enhance

ment. We shall develop these methods in Sec. III. Apart from that of 

Jackson, 
24 

few discussions of this approach have been available. 

The second major theory for final-state interactions, more powerful 

and general than that of the factored wave function, was developed by Watson, v 

Fermi, and Aizu. 
14 

This method, known as the ''final- state theorem, "is 

independent of the details of the interactions, employing only such general 

concepts as time-reversal invariance, unitarity, and the multichannel S

matrix. The time symmetry inherent in this method allows us to take into 

account inte ra.ctions in the initial as well as the final channeL Essentially, 
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this technique determines the phases of reaction-matrix elements from the 

scattering phase shifts in related elastic channels. A typical application of 

this technique was the study of p-p phase shifts from the experiment 
+ 15 16 . p + p -."IT + D near threshold. ' The rev1ew of MacGregor, Moravcsik, 

and Stapp
17 

details such use of this theorem, which we discuss in .Sec. IV. 

The recent dispersion relation, or S matrix, approach to strong 

. t . 18- 2 0 f f" 1 t . t. b . h d 1n eractlons accounts or 1na -sta e 1nterac 1ons y us1ng met o s es-

sentially those used in the final-state theorem. Integral representations for 

amplitudes are assumed to pe dominated by a few intermediate states, for 

which unitarity is invoked to relate the phases of various matrix elements. 

The Fredholm, or N/D, techniques usually employed are directly related 
3 

to the Jost functions. Experiments such as p + D- He + 2TT have been 

1 d 
21 - 24 . ld" h . 1 . 1 . . . d b so ana yze , y1e 1ng t e typ1ca 1ntegra equatlons 1nvest1gate y 

.. 25 
Omnes. 

From presently available experimental energies, final states have 

been revealed in which several interactions are simultaneou.sly effective. 

Many of the final-state techniques are easily generalized to multiple simul

taneous interactions as we shall see in Sec. V. The Mandelstam, or double

dispersion representation is particularly well suited for analyzing .certain 

multiple interactions and relating various channels through analytic continu

ation of dynamical variables. A typical experiment, K- 31T decay, has 

been analyzed by virtually every known final-state method, providing .a con

venient comparison of the various formalisms. 
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Il. PERTURBATION THEORY 

In this section, formalisms for additive potentials of finite range are 

developed, leading to enhancement factors which correct production amplitudes 

for final-state interactions .. Although much of the theory accommodates the 

infinite-range Coulomb interaction, special techniques are often required. 

The theory for the superposition of Coulomb and short-range interactions is 

well known; expositions are found. in Goldberger and Watson
29 

and in Wu and 

Ohmura. 30 Electromagnetic couplings are generally of little influence in the 

examples to be considered. 

In Sec. II-A, we show that the Lippmann-Schwinger formalism for 

two potentials yields as an enhancement factor the wave function of relative 

motion for interacting final-state particles. Under certain restrictions, this 

reduces to the amplitude for elastic scattering of the pair, giving the familiar 

cross-section enhancement found in W. Section II-B contains a more general 

perturbation formalism for an arbitrary number of potentials, and in Sec. II-C 

we show that an approximation technique for transition elements reduces to 

the final-state amplitude as an enhancement at low energies. 

A. Two-Potential Formalism 

The Lippmann-Schwinger equation 6 for an additive potential 

H - H0 = U + V is given by 

d!: l . ]-1 ± l ljJ = X + E - H 0 ± ie (U + V) ljJ = 1 + -1 ] (E -H
0

-U -V±ie) (U+V) X 

(3) 

+ -with H
0 

the unperturbed Hamiltonian, ljJ (lj.J ) the physical solution with out-

going (incoming) spherical waves, and X a plane-wave state. As a model 
+ we take pion photoproduction, y + D - n + n + n (see Fig. 1}, with V repre-

senting photon absorption and pion production; U accounts for the final-state 

nucleon-nucleon interaction. Scattering for the final-state pair in the absence 

of V is described by 

::1: l ]-1 ± l -1 ] <I> = X + E - H0 ±ie U<j> = 1 + (E - H0 - U + ie) U X . (4) 

Frequently, the exact solution for scattering by one of the potentials is known, 

and a perturbation expansion for the other (usually the production term V) 

is employed. 
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From Fig. 1 it is seen that V scatters not into a plane-wave free 

state, but into that which would result from the (time-reversed) scattering 

by U. Formally, this implies that <j> may serve as a basis for the per

turbation rather than X: 

± ± . -1 ± 
ljJ = <!> + l E - H0 - U ± lE] VljJ = ± l ]-1 ± <j> + E-H

0
-U-V±ie V<j>. 

\' 
(5) 

The explicit <j> dependence of the transition matrix Tba connecting channels 

a and b is given by 

(6) 

the last term being just the matrix for scattering in the absence of V. The 

U dependence is further isolated by using ljJ(O)+ , the solution to Eq. (3) for 

U = 0, where 

(7) 

with ljJb the solution to Eq. (3) in channel b. 

Central to most applications is the assumed dominance of the first 

term in Eqs, (6) or (7). The second term will vanish or be relatively small 

in many cases: 

(a) Channels a and b may have different ingredient particles, thus be

longing to Hilbert spaces unconnected by U. In our example, the N-N po

tential U neither absorbs photons nor produces pions~ leaving the .two chan

nels orthogonaL 

(b) V may be weak; Eq. (5) then shows the second term of Eq. (6) to be 

of higher order in V than the first (ljJb-- <j>b- as V - 0). 

(c) Although V may represent a strong interaction, the particular chan

nel b may be only one of many open to the process~ so that its effective 

strength is restricted by unitarity. 

The occurrence of the incoming solution <j>- in Eqs. (5) and (6) has 

received considerable attention; it is but an algebraic consequence of the 

Lippman,n-Schwinger equation. Watson 5 demonstrated its necessity under 

the imposition of time- reversal invariance. Breit and Bethe 
32 

showed the 
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incoming solution is needed if the usual interpretation .of T ba in terms of 

the flux and cross section is to hold. 

This formalism is easily extended to accommodate bound states in 
7 

either the initial or final channels, as shown by Gell-Mann and .Goldberger. 

For the process iT+ + D - 2p, let t~J 0 represent the plane-wave state for a 

pion and bound deuteron, obeying 

"' = l U"· {8} '~'O E-H +ie '~'O 
0 

with U being the deuteron binding potential. Analogous to Eq. · {4}, we have 

{9) 

( 1 0} 

In this example, the second term will vanish. 

Typical reactions with bound states in both initial and final channels 

are the pickup processes A+ BX .- B + AX . For example, an incident neu

tron may pick up a proton bound to a target nucleus to form a final-state deu

teron, where V would represent the proton-nucleus binding, and U that 

for the deuteron. The details are found in Gell-Mann and Goldberger 
7 

and 
30 

in Wu and Ohmura. 

1, Factored Wave Function 

The .kinematical dependence on the final-state interaction is next ex

tracted from the transition amplitude for particle states with a single inter

acting pair (labeled 1 and 2), of relative momentum q (in their barycentric 

t \ F h t F . d h l-4 . k. h sys em 0 • or sue sys ems, erm1 an ot ers, 1n ma 1ng p enomeno-

logical estimates of pion processes, replaced plane-wave final states with the 

wave function of the interacting pair normalized to that with no interaction. 
33 . 34 

Such multiplicative enhancements were employed by Belenky and Ish1da 

___ in studies of the statistical model. Thus the state cj>b- in Eq. (5) is factored 

to give <l>b- = <1> 12 = (q) X b with ,X b the plane wave for the third (spectator) 

particle and the center of mass of the pair, and cp
12

{q) the wave function for 

the relative motion of 1 and 2 evaluated at small or zero separation. For other 

than s -waves, <1>
12 

{q, r = 0) will vanish, in which case derivatives may be 

used in the form ~ . :£ cj> (q, 0), with ~ constructed of vectors appropriate to 
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the process. Such factoring follows from the first term of Eq. {6) with in

sertion of a complete set of intermediate states, 

Tba = (d3~- (¢b-12·E3)~· 23 I v llfJa+). 
i 

which, if the production is essentially independent of q {apart from energy 

conservation), reduces to 

{J. 1) 

with normalizations absorbed jn T (O). 

Watson showed that in certain cases the q dependence of l[J
12 

may be 

approximated by that of T 
12

, the scattering amplitude for particles 1 and 2. 

The amplitude, being simply related to the phase shifts and cross section, is 

of greater utility in experimental analysis than the wave function; consequently, 

this form of the enhancement has been the mon·o commonly used. That it is a 

restrictive special case of the wave function has not always been appreciated 

in application, This approximation follow:'' dire<;tly from Eq. (6) when the 

primary interaction V is weaker and of long:.r range than the final state U. 

In such cases, ¢
12 

will assume its asymptotic from 

-i6 1 ,~-. - ( ) = e s m ( q r + 6 - J. 1T 2) 
'~'12 g qr 

within the integration domain implied by (<!)b-, Vl[J a+) , which is bounded by 

r 1 , the finite range of V. An effective range phase shift, 
Z.1 + 1 -1 2 

q cot 5 = a + r 0q /2, or a Breit- Wigner resonance form, 

21+1 2 2 
g ta-c1 6 =r/(q -g

0 
) 

give, respectively, for.'low energies (we use s-waves as an example), 

sin oll+r/a + i q
2

r (ro-r)J (12a) 

or 
. 1 2 2 2 2 

sin (qr + 6):::: sm 5ll - 7 q r + qr(q -go )/f] . (12b) 

In the domain of :,;.1tegration r < r
1

, and for low energies (qr
1 

< < 1), a large 

final-state crJSS section (a>> r
1

), and a long-range primary interaction 

(r 1 > r 0 ), the wave function is plausibly approximated by 

_ >:< • ei 5 sin 5 
¢12 ·Jq)::::G q = C Tl2(q), (13) 
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with C independent of q but for energy conservation. The same estimate 

will hold close to a low energy resonance (12b). Thus, the intuitive notions 

presented in Sec. I are verified; a final-state cross section (ex: a
2

) greater 

than the effective area of the primary V(cx: r
1 

2
) gives the cross-section en

hancement. The low-energy scattering length estimate gives 

aba = IT~~) 12 a 12(q) d3q = c q2£qz ' 
l+a q 

showing the greatest deviation from phase space for values of aq > > 1. 

A similar analysis holds for higher angular momentum, but s and p waves 
I 

are expected to dominate at low energies.' 

Thus the cross section is given by 

where \ L Pbv 
b' 

is the phase- space density with the usual spin summations: 

( 15) 

With the variables p = .15-
1 

+ .15-
2 

, 2g, = .15-
1 

-.15-
2 

, Eq. (14) gives as the q de

pendence on the final state 

I (0) 12 3 
aba ex: Tba a 12(q)d q ( 16) 

It should be noted that the foregoing formalism will, with trivial modifications, 

account for an interacting pair in the initial channeL 

B. Multiple Interactions 

The foregoing analysis can be generalized to aa arbitrary number of 

interactions 

Using Green 1 s functions, the total scattering may be expanded as a pertur

bation series in fhe individual interactions. In the case of two potentials the 

formalism will be shown to recover the results of Sec. A. 

With the Green's functions 

f 
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(17a) 

(17b) 

and 

l . ] - 1 GA = E-H0 - VA +H , (17c) 

Equation (3) reads, in channel a, 

ljJ + = X + ...ll
0 

VljJ + = X +..JiVx , a a a a a 
( 18) 

and for the corresponding expression for a single VA , 

(19) 

which is an obvious generalization of Eq. (4). The causal free propagator 

Ji..
0 

is related to the full Green 1 s function through 
( 

The integral equation for the T-matrix, 

T = v + T~ v + v + v~v, (21) 

may be expressed in terms of the scattering elements for the individual inter-
. 28 

actlons, 

(22) 

through the series 

In a typical application, a three-particle final state produced by an in

teraction V may undergo final-state scattering of pairs ij through a potential 

U .. with the corresponding amplitudes denoted by T
0 

and T.. The ex-
~ ~ 

pansion (23) then gives 

T = T + 0 

which is represented schematically by Fig. 2a. If there is a three-body 

interaction V 
123 

with amplitude T 
123

, the terms 
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=~~ 
. 3 { 

. i 
J 

+ 2: o ij 
i,j,k ~j 
cyclic k 

k 
+ 

k 

(a) 

~+ 2: 
~- i:Fj 

+~} 
(b) 

MU-30382 

Fig. 2a. Perturbation series of Eq. (24). 

2b. Additional terms resulting from 
three -body interactions of Eq. ( 25 ). 
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T12~ TO+ .2:.. T123-E;t0 Tij.JtO TO+ Tij,&O T123_gz'O TO+... (25) 
1 'f J 

are added to (24). The additional diagrams are shown in Fig. 2b. The effects 

of a three particle interaction are expected to be confined to the energy de

pendence of the total cross section, and to have little influence on the kine

matic spectra of interest in most experiments. A possible exception to these 

remarks for resonant interactions will be considered in Sec. V. 

The interactions considered in Section A, with a production term V 

and a single final state interaction U correspond to retaining from (24) 

only the terms T = T 
0 

+ T 12&
0 

T 
0 

represented by Fig. 3. The matrix 

element is then 

(26) 

with lJJb, U being the scattering function in channel b for only the potential 

U; ljJ! V is similarly defined. This is just the first term of Eq. (7), where, 
' (0)+ + 

in our present notation, cj>b = lJJb, U' and lj;a = 4; 0 , V. Thus, the results 

of Sec, II-A are recovered as a· special case of our present formalism. 

This formalism facilitates diagrammatic representation of processes 

such as elastic and inelastic electron-deuteron scattering, as shown by 
28 

Delbourgo. The convergence of such perturbation series must be analyzed 

in each application, but in the case of a strong attractive final-state inter

action and a weak primary process considered in Sec, II-A, we would ex

pect the first few terms to dominate. 

C. Matrix Element Approximations 

Actual calculation with the above formalism requires evaluation of 

typical elements ( b IT ij ~ T 
0 

I a) , represented by the second diagram
2
in 

Fig. 3, We here outline an approximation method, following Delbourgo. 
8 

Insertion of a complete set of intermediate states gives (neglecting normal

ization) 

(27) 

which reduces, in the barycentric system of 1 and 2 to 
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+ 2 

MU-30383 

Fig. 3. Interaction terms corresponding to Eq. (26). 
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·; T12(9;, ~·)? o<~~ 'g3;~) 
w- w 1 + ie 

(28) 

with q defined as in expression (16) (we take m
1 

= m 2 for simplicity). In 

the spinless case, where it is plausible to assume T 12 depends only on the 
.... .... 

scattering angle defined by q · q 1 , the angular dependence is simply extracted: 

and 

Insertion of Eq. (29) into (28) gives 

where 
_ 1T12 (w,w 1 )T 0 (w 1 )/T 12(w,w)T 0 (w) 

I(w) - T 12 (w, w)T
0

(w) 1 +. 
w- w 1E 

the indices .f, m being implied for each element. 

q 1 dw 1 

w' 

(29) 

(30) 

The factoring of the energy-shell elements in expression (30) assumes 

the off-shell elements become smaller as they become more unphysicaL An 

estimate of I1 m may be obtained by approximating the ratio by a constant 

value (unity) up to a cutoff value w , and by zero thereafter. A detailed analy-
c 

sis by Delbourgo for both a covariant and noncovariant formulation yields the 

form io I, e 
1

sino1] 
(b IT 12~TO I~ ~ ~ .~ Y! m((j) TO,!m(w) L +c!m q ' 

( 31) 

with c ~ m being a measure of the relative strength of the initial and final in

teraction. The limit of small c gives the simple production amplitude (usu

ally just the phase-space estimate), while a large c gives the result for a 

dominant final-state interaction found in W. 

This more general approach allows possible interference of the pro

duction term and the final-state term(s). Additional pair interactions, de

picted in Fig. 2a give additional phase-shift terms in expression (3l).Delbourgo 
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applied this formalism to tau decay where several pion pairs are assumed to 

interact. In each case, the c 1 s must be estimated from an approximation 

such as (30), 

( 
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III. JOST FUNCTIONS 

In this section we develope the J ost function formalism, which pro

vides a general and convenient framework fol;' final- state enhancement factors. 

The physical solution to the radial Schrodinger equation, 

(3 2) 

is that with incident plane waves and outgoing spherical waves as boundary 

conditions 
ik· r ~eik-r 

y;1 (k, r) r-~ e ~ ~ + I-r-, (33) 

with f being the scattering amplitude. The free solutions to Eq. (32) (with 

V = 0) are the usual spherical Bes9el functions: 

v n (z) = znn (z) = (rrz/2) l/
2

N · l (z) 
X X . ·, l+-z 

and 

r. z-dzl+l/(21+1)!! 

~ -··-+ sin (z - £ Tr/2) L z-.1!>0 

t
,·. ··--0~ - z - .e I ( u. - 1 ) ! ! 

z-+ ' 

~-cos (kr-1rr/2) 
z-""' 

(34a) 

(34b) 

(34c) 

Throughout this section, normalizations are those of Newton. 13 Instead of 

the physical boundary conditions (in r), those of"the free solutions (34) may be 

imposed, thereby defi'ning the functions 

and 

lim q,1 (k,r) = /+1/(21+1)!! 
r-o 

(35) 

1. f (k ) . p_ ( • k' ) 1m ~ , r = 1 exp -:1. r . 
r-+0 

(36) 

·The theorem of Poincare, 
35 

with the boundary condition (35), shows <f>;_ (k, r) 

to be an even entire function of k, real for real k. Equation (36) shows 

f1 (k, r) to be analytic in the lower half k..:plane (In k ~ 0) , 
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The Wronskian, 

(37) 

(W[f,g] = fg 1 - f 1 g), shows f
1

(k,r) and'f1 (-k,r) to be two linearly inde

pendent solutions to Eq. (32). l The Wronskian is independent of r and con

veniently evaluated from Eq. (36)], Thus cp J,, the solution regular at the 

origin, may be constructed from them: 

1. -l-1l J. ] cp1 (k,r) =-zlk f
1

(-k)fl(k,r)-(-) fl(k)f1 (-k,r). (38) 

Equations (37) and (38) imply 

1. ' 
fl. (k) = k W[ f1 (k,r), cp1 (k, r)]; (39) 

use of Eq. (36) then gives 

.e 
f 1 (k) = lim (kr) fl (k, r)/ (2.€ -1)! ! . 

r-o 
(40) 

Comparison of the asymptotic form of the physical solution, 

( 41) 

with that of <1>~, obtained from Eqs. (38) and (39) , 

<1>1 (k, r) ;-~ i (i/k/ + 1 l f
1 

( -k)e -ikr- (- / f,e (k)eikr] ( 42) 

gives the useful relation between the physical and regular solutions, 

(43) 

This relation greatly facilitates discussion of the analytic properties of the 

solutions .to Eq. (32), since <1>1. is known to be entire in k, thus relegating 

the sing:ularities of ljJ .«· to f.l (-k), The analytic continuation of f 1 is ob

tained from Eqs. (36) and (40): 

(44} 

This, with expression (42), gives the S-matrix relation 

(45} 

:,· 
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thus identifying the phase of fA (k) with the scattering phase shift 61 (k), 
-i61(k) 

fl(k) = Jf1(k)J e 

Since, for V = 0, the <l>..e are just the ul, the boundary condition 

(34a) gives the useful relation 

lljJ.e(k,r)J2 

JljJ 1 (0) (k, r) 12 
(46) 

where ljJ .t (O) denotes the physical solution in the absence of an interaction. 

This relation will be central to the final-state theory, giving the relative proba

bility that the particles will be in their.)mutual proximity to that when there is 

no interaction (V = 0),\ It is this property that justifies f.t -l (-k) as an en

hancement factor. Jost and Pais 11 showed f.t (-k) to be just the Fredholm 

determinant. 

The function f 1 (k) may be determined from a knowledge of either the 

phase shift or the potential; thus, it can be found from "either end" of the 

scattering problem. In the following sections, this function is used as an en

hancement factor; we compare it with the results of ·w. Its use in problems 

with several final-state interactions is developed in Sec. V. 

If the potential is known, iteration techniques may be developed for 

the fA and <l>..e using Green 1 s function appropriate to the boundary conditions. 

The solutions (35) and (36) satisfy the integral equations 

r 
<j>
1

(k,r) = k-l-l u
1

(kr) + fo dr 1 g1 (k;r,r')V(r 1 )<j>1 (k,r'), 

(47a) 

and 
(47b) 

with 

(48) 

The integrals (4 7) will converge re'gardless of the potential strength; similar 

relations for ljJ£ (k, r) require the integrations to range from 0 to ao and con

vergence is assured only for sufficiently high energy. 
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GO 

f 1 (k) = 1 + k -l fa dr f.« (k, r)V(r)uJ (kr) 

GO 

= 1 + k1 
( dr cj>l (k, r.)V(r) w1 (kr) 

Jo . 
(49) 

For especially simple poteri!ials such as the square well, 
,)"·.:· 

f 1 (k, r) may be con-

structed trivially from the boundary condition (36 ). Results for several com-

mon potentials are given in Appen~;li?C A. 

)f, on the other hand, the phase shift is known, f 1 (k) can be determined 

from integral represe~tations which derive from its analytic and asymptotic 
. . "• ~· · .. ' 

properties. 
13 

Newton. ) 

(More detailed discus sio~ is found in the thorough analysis of 

( 

As defined through Eqs. (36) and (40), f1 (k) is analytic in the lower 

half k plane, continuou.s on the real axis, and is nonzero there with the pos

sible exception of the origin. Zeroe~. of f 1 (k) in the lower half plane are 

purel~ imaginary, corresponding to bound states of energy -ii
2

k
2 
/2m. If the a ., 

potential is exponent.ially bounded, 
( 

I I 2ar 
rdr V ( r) e · < ao 

fl! (k) is analytic in the larger domain Im k ~a (except, possibly at k:.: O).< 

Zero·es of the function on the positive imaginary axis correspond to virtual 

bound states; others in the upper half plane (distributed symmetrically about 

the imaginary axis) correspond to resonances. In the following development, 

it will be assumed that· 

J dr rnjV(r)j<oo, n= 1,2. 

A crucial property of the f1 
1 s is next obtained. 

13 
From the bounds 

and 

. .· . 

· ... j~.~_(kr)l~ce lvlr[L( lk lr)].l.+l, 

I v
1 

(kr) I ~ce· I v lrl L( I k I r)]- .t , 

lw_e(kr) l~cevrlL( lklr)]-i, 

(50) 

(51) 
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with c a constant, v "' Im k, and L(x) = x/(1 + x), the bound on q,1 is found 

to be 

(52) 

showing q,1 to be an entire function of k. This, with the second of Eqs, (49), 

gives 

which implies 

lim f£(k) = 1, (Im k~O), 
k-co 

(53) 

This, incidentally, yields the Born approximation for high energies, 

OIC 

f1 (k) lkl _ 00~1 + (2ik)-l j
0 

dr V(r)+o(k- 1 ),Imk~O. (54) 

The result (53) has interesting implications for the enhancement factor 

(46); namely, at high energies, the enhancement tends to unity, giving the 

spectra of the unenhanced production amplitude (usually the phase-space esti

mate). This is most desirable, since at very high energies, final=state inter

actions are ineffective; likewise, the phase shift or potential estimates em

ployed are not expected to be valid there. (For example, the scattering length 

estimate used with the cross-section enhancement tends to zero at high en

ergies). 

The function 

A, Integral Representation 

k-iK 
k+i~< n f I. (k) 

n 
(55) 

has the same asymptotic property (53) as fl. (k), is analytic in the lower half 

plane, but lacks the zeroes there corresponding to the bound states of energy 
2 2 36 

-ii Kn/2m, Kn ~ 0. Bargmann has shown n 1 , the number of bound states 

for angular momentum 1, to be bounded by (21 + 1 )n1 ~ )~ dr r I V(r) I . The 

phase of ~, given by 
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was first used by Jost and Kohn 
12 

in constructing potentials from phase shifts, 

The second term of Eq, (56) effectively removes the discontinuity in 6(k) near 

a bound state, as is schematically represented in Fig, 4, 

Since the definition (55) shows that 1n £1 lacks the branch points of 

..€n f1 , the analyticity of £1 (k) in the lower half plane and the asymptotic con

dition (53) give the dispersion relation 

f. n If t (k) I = - :rr k, _ k = - ; 
_ · pj"Im ..€n f 1 (k' )dk 1 

2 2 
with E = -1\ K /2m, so finally 

n n 

. {' l GIG 61 (k i ) ~ 
f~ (k) = lJ(l-En/E)exp -'IT 1 .. , .. dk' k' -k+ieJ 

In terms of the total energy, v, we have 

and 

dv 1 

ImD_e(v 1 ) 

v r - v "~ ie 

= 1f0- vn/v) e- ~(v), 
n 

dv' 
61 (v:) 

v 1 :..v=iE ' 

with v 0 being the rest mass of the system. In this variable, D1 (v) is a 

two-sheeted function related to the S-matrix by 

- l . D 1 ( v +i E ) {· • 1 
S ~ ( v) = hm D ( . ) = exp -21 6 n ( v) . 
~ E -0 J. V-lE x 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

A typical application of (57), for the effective range approximation is given 

in Appendix A. 
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1T~ 
8(k) 

k~ 

MU,-30384 

Fig. 4. Typical phase shift o near a bound state and the 
reduced phase shift 6 of Eq. {56). 
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Thus Eqs. (49) and (57) enable determination of f 1 (k) from either the 

phase shift or the potential. Within potential theory these two methods are 

expected to be equivalent, for the methods of Gel 1 fand and Levitan
13

• 
37 

and 

others determine the inverse problem for scattering: finding a potential from 

a phase shift. For example, Bargmann
10 

found that the potential 

8 2 [ ar -ar:l- -Z a e e · 6 
V ( r) = - 2 13 2 ~ + a+i3 ( 0) 

a - J 

gives exactly the effective range-phase shift, 

- af3 k cot &0 -a _ p where a, i3 > 0 . 

There usually exi.sts a family of phase equivalent potentials for a given phase 

shift, but any of them give insight into the functional influence of the phase

shift parameters. Thesetechniques are useful for continuation of potentials 

and phase shifts to complex values in order to simulate absorption or in

elasticity. 

B. Attractive and Repulsive Interactions 

Time reversal considerations in Sec. I implied that attractive fipal

state interactions would tend to enhance the inverse scattering process while 

repulsive forces would depress it. In W it was found that enhancement 

factors. were less sensitive to repulsive than to attractive interactions. The 

Jost function formalism clarifies these effects. To lowest order in V, Eqs. 

(47b) and (49) give, for s-waves, 

lllC 
-1 ( ·ikr 

= 1 + k Jo dr V (r) e sin kr '(61) 
I 

Thus we have 

-- k-1 ~110 2 dr V (r) sin (kr) k-O) k 

' 0 

r V(r) , (62) 

and 
~ 110 

Re D
0

(E) = 1 + k-l ( dr V (r) sin kr cos kr k-O)l + k [ dr r V(r). 

Jo Lo 
(63) 

0' 
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For low energies and attractive potentials (V < 0), Re D may vanish, with 

Im D ex: ~' so the enhancement D-l will be very sensitive to energy. On 

the other hand, Re D will not vanish for repulsive interactions (V > 0}, so the 

enhancement will not be large, nor will it in general be very sensitive to E. 

Near energy values for which Re D vanishes, the scattering amplitude assumes 

a Breit- Wigner form: 

Im f-f (k) _ 1 
-,.-f 1-r( --._ k.,.)- = k -1 '' 

(E-E} t ia Im f 
T(E) = k -l 

-1 
a Im f 

a = d<i Re D I E=E 
and r 

Re D(E } = 0 . 
r 

As would be expected, this resonance form is possible only for attractive 

potentials. The physical interpretation of Eq. (46) suggests that the relative 

probability of the interacting pair being at small separation is greater (less} 

·than unity for attractive (repulsive} forces. 

As an example, the Yukawa interaction V(r'} = V 
0

e -flr /flr inserted in 

Eq. (61} gives 

As predicted, Re D may vanish for an attractive force (V 
0 

< 0). and at low 

energies Im D ex: VJF. For a square well, Eq. (A-3) of Appendix A gives 

the enhancement factor 

vo 2 -1 
--... 2 sin (K ro} I v 0 > o. 
v

0
+k 

which has the asymptotic property (53) and may give large enhancements for 

V 0 > 0. For ·repulsive barriers, the substitution V 
0

- - IV 
0 
I shows the en

hancement to be less sensitive to k. The effective range enhancement deter-

mined from Eq. (A- 9) 

1 k . k2 2 - + 10. + a 
Do(E) = k + il3 = (k+i13Hk-ia.)= 

r2 (k2 2)2 
-2 4 ta 

I Do (E) I = 2 1 r 2 2 
k +( a+zk > 

(64} 

is seen to be more sensitive to k for a < 0 . 
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In Fig. 5 enhancement factors are given for several common potentials. 

C. Cross Section as an Enhancement Factor 

It was shown in Sec. II that in some situations the factored wave func

tion could be approximated by the scattering amplitude, giving the final-state 

cross section as an enhancement factor. It is useful to consider this approxi

mation in the general framework of this section. Using Fredholm methods for 

the Schrodinger equation, Blankenbecler, Goldberger, Khuri, and Treiman38 

related the partial-wave amplitude AJ, to the Jost functions through 

= N.tfD.t • 

-ll ] -1 = (2ik) f1 (k) - f1 (-k) = k Im fi. (k) = (65) 

and 
D.t = f.t (-k) , 

using the property (44). This shows N to be even in k, and thus a constant 

at low energies. [The case f.t (0) = 0 is unusual; it is related to the pos

sibility of bound states of zero energy. 
13

] Thus, the amplitude A
1 

and the 

et1hancement D .t -l are kinematically equivalent in the energy domain for which 

N.t is effectively constant. A knowledge of f1 (k) then provides an easy esti-
. 39 . -1 

mate of the approximation. Desai employed D as an enhancement for 

'IT-'IT effects in analyzing pion-nucleon scattering within the Mandelstam repre

sentation. 
As an example, the effective range enhancement factor l Eq. (A-9)], 

2 2 

I 1
-2 k +a 

f ~ (k) = 2 z J 

k +~ 

(p6a) 

is seen to be equivalent to that obtained from the wave function (13) in the energy 
2 . 2 

range k < < a. : 

-2 . 2 k
2

+a.
2 

1 
(] = q sm 6(q) = Z 2 . Z 

k +~ (k 2+a. 2) 

(66b) 

For the singlet nucleon-nucleon potential tliis corresponds to roughly 20 MeV. 
2 2 2 . 

The same result is obtained from. calculating N = (a.-~)/(k +a. ) . The effect 

of these two functions is shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that (66b) gives the un

physical value of zero for the. enhancement at high energies, while (66a) tends 

to unity. 
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15 

10 
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Enhanced 
spectrum 

0 ~~--~----~~----~----~ 
0 20 60 80 

MU-30385 

Fig. 5. Momentum spectrum for pion in process N + N- N + N + TT 

at 1250 GeV incident laboratory energy with the N-N triplet 
nucleon force. Phase space is shown for comparison. 
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o~v----~----~~~----~-----
o 20 40 60 80 100 

q ( M7T/c) 

980 982 988 998 1012 1030 
M (MeV) 

MU-30386 

Fig. 6. Spectrum of invariant mass M of the N -N pair for 
process of Fig. 5. The phase space, the Jost function 
enhancement [Eq. ( 66a)], and the cross -section enhance
ment [Eq. (66b)] are shown. 
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In Appendix A, several D functions are given, from which the N(k) 

can be easily calculated. For example, the square-well potential gives 

l Eq. (A-2)} 

l -1 -1 ] N(k) = sin (KR
0

) K cos (k R
0

) -k cot (K R
0

)sin (k R
0

) 

D. Dirac Equation 

These Jost function methods have been extended to the relativistic 
40 24 

Dirac equations for central potentials by Prats and Toll, and by Jackson. 

The complications arising from_ spin and negative energy states are not espe

cially serious for final-state theory; in the low velocity limit the results re

duce to those of this section. Typically, the integral representations analogous 

to Eq. (57) extend over both odd and even parity phase shifts for a given total 

J. Application to the electron-nucleon interaction in beta decay is discussed 

by Jackson. 
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IV .. S-MATRIX METHODS 

The methods for discus sing final- state interactions to this point have 

been model dependent, being derived from considerations such as additive 

and separable potentials, relative ranges of interaction, and specific solutions 

to the Schrodinger equation. In this section, we develop techniques depending 

only on the general concepts of_ time-reversal invariance, unitarity, and the 

multichannel S-matrix. These principles lead to the "final- state theorem 11 of 

Watson 
14 which~ essentially, states that the T-matrix connecting two channels 

will be of the form eH>x (real quantity), with o the scattering phase shift in 

the final channel. It. will be seen that the theorem is more. general than this. 

These S-matrix methods admit couplings usually considered outside the do

main of perturbation theory. The theorem was developed wit.hin dispersion 

theory by Fubini, Nambu, and Wataghin. 
41 

The hermitean reaction operator, K, defined through the integral 

equation 

K(E) = H. + H. E ~ K(E), 
1 1 - 0 

is related to the scattering operator T by the Beitler equation, 

K = T + i Tr Ko (E - H
0

) T, 

(67) 

(68) 

with P denoting principal part integration and H. denoting the interaction 
1 

term of the Hamiltonian H = H
0 

+Hi . In the notation of Dalitz, 
42 

the matrix 

elements of Eq. (68} become T + iTr Kp T = K with p being the density matrix. 

With the operator 0' = jTrp 0 jTIP, the S, T, and K matrices are related 

through 

S = 1- 2iT 1 = (1 + iK')-l (1- iK 1 ) = (1- iK') (1 + iK')-l. 

(69) 

Under the imposition of time-reversal invariance, K is real and therefore 

symmetric in the angular momentum representation, providing an economical 

parameterization of the scattering. Equation (69) then shows S and T 

symmetric (but not real). Unitarity and symmetry greatly reduce the number 

of independent parameters in the S-matrix. The unitarity condition gives 

+-ss - 1 ' 

and 

(70) 
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Consider a general, symmetric two-channelS-matrix with 6. the 
1 

scattering phase, a. 
1 

the elasticity factor (if complex phases were used, 

£n a. = -Im 6 .), and 13 the unknown reaction element: 
1 1 

Unitarity then gives 

and 

T 

2i6 2 
e 

i(6 1 +6 2 ) 
= e X (real factor), 

(71) 

(72) 

which is the final-state theorem. (The elasticity interpretation of a is ev

ident here). The symmetry of the theorem is not always appreciated; since 

time -reversal invariance is incorporated in Eq. (71 ), the reaction matrix 

elements may be used to investigate initial or final-state phases equally well. 

For more than two channels, the unitarity phase relations are less 

simple; however, Fermi14 found a useful generalization of Eq, (72) for the 

case of inelastic matrix elements substantially smaller than the elastic. For 

E small, one obtains 

S = SO+ iE, 

and 
2i6 

= 6 -e 
n 

nm 

Unitarity gives 

so that 

i(6 +6 ). 
n m 

Enm = Pnm e Pnm =pmn' 

2 · 6 i(6 + 6 ) 
s 

nm 

1 
n n m 

= 6 nm e + i p nm e 

real, n f m , 

(7 3) 
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Dalitz 42 analyzed .a case with two inelastic channels, both with. strongly inter

acting pairs: K~ +p __.. :2:: + rr a!ld K- tp __.. A+ TI .. If the different channels have 

a variety of coupling strengths, theanalysis becomes mor.e subtle. Chew43 

considered the multichannel K-decay K __.. 2TI, K __.. 2TI + '(, which involves 

strong, weak, and electromagnetic couplings. Detailed analysis of the various 

reaction elements gave the 2TI channel the phas.e of the I= 2, J = 0 TI-TI scat

tering, but the radiative 2TI + '( channel lacked a simple dependence on the 

I = l, J = l, TI -TI phase. 

Such use of the unitarity condition is most useful for pro~esses s~rongly 

dominated by a single phase. Typical of these experiments is pion photo-
S production, '( + N __.. N + TI, so analyzed by Gell-Mann and Watson. Schemat-

ically the S -matrix is given by 

(7 4) 

(Actually, there are six TI-N channels and four '(N channels for £ =0, 1, 

giying,a 10 X 10 matrix). The '('( channel is of order e 
2

, which is negligible 

~elative to the strong coupling 1r-1T channel glVmg S :::::: 1 (S is similarly 
'('( TI'( . 

wea~!'!r than STITI). , Thus the re~ction channels (TI'() bear the phase of the pion-

nucleon channels. For incident angular momentum £ = 0, l, (and energy 

<. 400 MeV) it was shown
8

,• 29 that the scattering could be fully described by 

twelve r~al parameters in addition to the TI-N phases. Thus, the reaction 

elements assume the form 

s J 
af3 

ioa J 
= ie saf3 , with s real, (7 5) 

and with a denoting the 1T-N orbital angular momentum and pion isotopic 

spin, and f3 the nuclear charge and photon multi pole state. 

Before consideration of processes with dominant initial channels, it 

is useful to introduce the (complex) scattering length approximation of 

Dalitz, 
42 

which clearly exhibits the time symmetry and the conditions for the 

final-state theorem. 

-1 
Using k coto =A , A=a+ib, b>O {76) 

(expressing inelasticity through complex 6), the real symmetric K is given 

by 
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[
a. 13] 

K=l3. 'i 

and the T-matrix. by 

and 

A 
Tll= ----

1 - ikA 

-l i6 l 
= k e sin 0 1 , 

B 
T22 = ---

1 - iqB 

i6 2 
=qe sin6 2 , 

l l 13--- = 
l - ikA l + ia.k 

l 13---
l - iqB 

UCRL-l 0762 

( 7 7) 

with k and A the momentum and scattering length-in the initial channel, and 

q and B those for the final channel. In the general many-channel case, 13 
is a matrix, but the two-channel case suffices for what follows. From Eq. (77) 

the symmetry of the initial and final states is clear, and the conditions for 

the dominance of one channel are seen directly: (a) the final state will dom

inate for small a. (weak initial channel scattering) or for small k (low energy 

capture), even for a. large, (b) similarly, the initial state will dominate for 

low q (threshold experiments), or small "Y· The photoproduction considered 

above is an example of small a.. A process such as, K- + p-+ .;E + 1T at zero 

energy (small k) will have the final state dominant although the initial channel 

has strong coupling. In these cases Eq. (77) reduces to 

l i62 
T = 13 ' = 13 e cos 6 2 . 

12 l . B - lq 

The experiments p + p- D + 1T + provide an example of a dominant 

initial state. lS, 16 The 1T +D scattering is rather weak (small "Y), and near 

threshold (low q) the initiai state wilt provide the phase, thus giving informa

tion of various p -p phase shifts. These methods for nucleon-nucleon scat-
17 

tering are reviewed by MacGregor, Moravcsik, and Stapp. 

Although the phase of a single channel may dominate a reaction proc

ess, weaker phase contributions may be treated as perturbations and deter,

mined by successive application of the unitarity condition (70). Gribov 
44 

employed such methods for the process p+p -+d+n+ considered above. 
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The reaction phase was taken to be that of the initial nucleon-nucleon scatter

ing plus a perturbation contribution from the final state, o = oNN + <j> • Inter

mediate states such as p+ptTT 0
, p tntTT+ in Eq. (70) were then considered 

to determine <j>. Such systematic incorporation of successively smaller con

tributions may be applied to any multichannel problem. 

A. Integral Representations 

We have shown that the final...,state theorem determines the phase of 

otherwise unknown matrix elements through the unitarity condition (70) when 

a single intermediate state is strongly dominant. For a large class of prob

lems, this approach will lead to soluable integral equations for the scattering 

amplitude. Cons:j.der a three-pa.rticle final state with a strongly interacting 

pair and a noninteracting spectator particle. A typical example is the pion 

·production experime~t of Abashian;B.ooth, a:.nd Crowe (ABC), ptD-+He
3 

tTTtTT 
45 

The assumed dominar{ce of the strongly interacting I= 0, TT- TT interaction then 

gives, from Eq. (70) 

(7 8) 
. . . . : ' . . . . 

is taken fo be a noninteracting spectator, and the production 
. ·. ' . . . ' 

element is assumed weak because this process is but one of many channels 
: .. • :. 

open to the experiment. Of course, each application must be analyzed for the 

relative strength of various terms and intermediate states peculiar to the 

process involved. The integral representation for the amplitude is· assumed 

to be dominated by the singularities corre'sponding to the strongly interacting 

state; the remaining singularitie·s are incorporated into a constant C which 

would yield the phase-space estimate for the amplitude in the absence of the 

strong interact.ion .. This leads to the integral equation . . . :, . 

00 

T ( v) = .!_ r d vI Ir;n T ( vI ~ + c ' 
TT 0 V - V - lE. 

( 7 9) 

where; in the present example, the energy of the interacting pair is given by 

w
2 

= 4(v + 1). The final-_state :theorem' then gives 

T(v) = eio(v)t(v) ,- ( 80) 

with\ ·real and. o the real phase of the dominating state. The integral equa

tion (79) :then becomes 
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T(v) Joo h'\v') T (v') = C + 0 dv' 
I . v - v - 1€ 

and 

h(v) = ei6 (v) sin 6 (v)'; ( 81) 

This class of equations has been investigated by Muskhelishvili, 
46 

Omnes, 
25 

and Jackson; 19 solutions were applied to the ABC experiment by 

J b h 0 ... 23 d" aco , Ma oux, and mnes. The same equations appear in 1spersion 

theory studies of nuclear structure, and will occur in final-state methods in 

Sec. VI. Their solution, derived in Appendix B, is of the form 

[ 1 + e p ( v) ti& ( v) 
00 

dv' T( v) = c fo 1T 

e ~p(v')si~ 6(v')], 

v - v - 1€ 
( 82) 

with 
p 00 

6 ( v') 
fo dv' p(v) =-

v'-v 
, 

1T 

which is equivalent to 

T ( v) = c e i6 ( v) [cos 6 ( v) + H ( v) sin 6 ( v)] , 

where 

1 
H(v) = ---

Im f(v) 

P ~ dv' Im f(v') 

1T v' - v 
( 83) 

The function f is the familiar integral representation for the Jost function 

(57), 

f(v) = ex {- ~ f
00 

dv' Im f(v~) } 
p 1T 0 v'-v+1E 

· The phase shift is taken from experiment, or, as in the case of the 

ABC experiment, from the dispersion relations for the final-state 1T-1T scat

tering process. From the solution for T, the S-matrix is then determined 

through 

( 84) 

where, in the present example, w. represents the energy of ·the interacting 
1 

final-state particles, E is the energy of the spectator, and E. is the energy 
1 

of the incident particles. Thus, a knowledge of only its phase, often provided 

by a strong final-state process, enables us to determine the matrix element. 
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V. MULTIPLE INTERACTIONS 

The techniques- developed to this point have accounted for a single 

interacting pair in the final (or initial) state. It is of interest to generalize 

these methods to accommodate proc·esses in which several pairs may inter

act, such as K- 3'TT decay. 

A. Kinematics. 

· ·Convenient spatial coordinates for three -particle states are the sepa-

ration of a pair 

center of mass, 

p .. , and the distance of the third particle from the pair's 
-1J 

.ek: 

and 

P .. = r. r. 
- 1J -1 -J 

m.r. + m.r. 
1- 1 J-J 

m. +m. 
1 J 

( 85) 

One such pair completely defines the configuration; the others are trivially 

related. The calculational formalisiX'). or graphic representation dictate 

various choices for the morp.enta. The physics is of course independent of 

this choice. A common s.et is the relative momentum of a pair, ~ij = Ei- l:j 

(in the pair's rest' frarrie) and the· momentum of the third particle measured 

in either the rest frame of the pair or the barycentric system of the three 

particles .. Dispersion relation techniques use the invariant total energy of 
2 2 

eachpair, s .. = (p.+p.). 
1J 1 J 

A complete discussion of angular momentum states for three relativis-

tic particles with arbitrary mass.es and spins is given by Wick
47 

in terms 

of helicity amplitudes. Related papers by Jacob and Wick, 
48 

Fabry, 
49 

0 50 51 
Dahtz, and Barsella ·· develop the complete theory. Fortunately, this 

complete and elegant formalism .i:s not needed in a discussion of. the funda-
.,• 

mentals of final-state interactions. 

We will outline the essentials of the graphic kinematic representation 
. · 49 ·so 

known as the Dahtz -Fabry ' plot, which is especially useful for inter-

acting three-particle states. ' 

Conservation of four~momentum; P = ~.p., gives (in the all-over 
1 1 

barycentric syst~m) the invariant . 

'. l 2 2 2 2 . 
p. . p. = - [M + mk - m. - m. - 2Mwk], 

1 J 2 1 J 
( 86) 
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with M being the effective mass of the initial state. This provides the con

nection between the energies w. (convenient for graphics) and S·. 9 ..!_ (p. -p.), 
1 1J 2 -1 -J 

the variable of dynamic interest for each pair in its rest frame: 

2 2 2 2 2 l/2 
p. · p. = q .. + [(m. + q .. ) (m. +q .. )] . (87) 

1 J 1J 1 1J J 1J 

Knowledge of one of the two independent 

tion constraint for the second: 

w.'s 
1 

gives the momentum conserva-

4m2 2 ]1/2 

2 2 , 
M +m1 - 2Mw1 

( 88) 
where 

2 2 2 2 
M +m 1 +m2 -m

3 
-2Mw1 

2 2 
M +m 1 - 2Mw 1 

The ellipse defined in Eq. (88) is bounded by the quadrilateral 

( 89) 

giving the generally elliptic region in w
1

, w
2 

space shown in Fig. 7. Any 

convenient linear combination of the w. or the kinetic energies, T. =w. - m., 
1 1 1 1 

may likewise be used. The phase-space volume is linear in these coordinates, 

3 
d Pz 

wz 

3 
d p3 

6 (M- ~.w.) 6 (~.p.) a: dw 1 dw2 , w
3 

1 1 L,;1 
( 90) 

which implies a uniform distribution in the ellipse. Pair interactions give a 

kinematical distortion of the distribution. For the case of three equal masses 

(e. g., tau decay), the ellipse degenerates to a circle inscribed in an equi

lateral triangle with the distance along each altitude proportional to the ki

netic energy of a particle. Here a typical coordinate choice is 

and 

y = 2t3 - 1, ( 91) 
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WI-. 

MU-30387 

Fig. 7. Phase-space ellipse of Eq. (88). 
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with t. the kinetic energy in units of its maximum value T: 
1 

where 

T. 
t. - _1_ 

1 

UCRL-10762 

2 2 
T = (M- m) - 4m Z) 

2m (9 

The allowed phase space is then given by x
2 + y 2 .:::; 1. This representation 

has been frequently used for K- 3rr decays. 

B. Independent Pair Model 

We recall the interpretation of the Jost function enhancement factor 

(46) in Sec. III: I f n (q .. ) I -Z is the probability that the pair ij will be at 
X. 1J 

small separation relative to that with no interaction. Assuming the dynamic 

independence of the pair interactions and the absence of three-body forces, 

the obvious extension to several pairs is the product enhancement 

-2 
I(E) = I1 I Dn (k .. ) I 

i;zfj X. 1J 
(93) 

Such a model was used by Lomon, Morris, Irwin, and Truong
52 

(LMIT) in 

analyzing tau decay. Although dynamically independent, the k ... are kine-
1J 

matically related by conservation constraints. In potential theory, for strong 

attractive interactions, (most effective at lowest energies), these constraints 

will generally permit only a single pair to have small relative momentum. 

Mixed attractive and repulsive interactions of various strengths may be 

simultaneously effective, as was found in LMIT. 

An extension of this formalism, suggested by Blankenbecker, 29 

utilizes the Born approximation wave function <l>B = I1 <I>.~ A partial-
; .j_. 1J 

wave state which undergoes a final-state interaction drihen replaced by the 

enhanced expression: 

<I> .. . 1J 
B = cp .. 
1J 

The enhanced expression then reads 

<li =<!iBn[~ 

<I>~'P.+ 
1J 

f. -a .. + 
1J 

<I>.~, f. 
1J ( 94) 

D n (k .. ) 
X. 1J 

f. ] 
a .. 

1J 
~· 

X. , 1J 
( 9 5) 
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with 

£ B, £ B 
0. .. = cl?n (k .. )/cl? (k .. ) 
~ X ~ ~ 

These methods allow simultaneous resonance effects at various pair energies 

and angular momenta. The form (95) becomes exact in the case of one ln

fip.itely massive particle which may interact with the remaining two. 

C. Three -Particle Wave Functions 

Gribov, 
53 

in analyzing K decay, developed a thre'e -particle Schrodinger 

equation yielding a wave function expansion .in terms of the interaction param

eters of the pairs. This expansion gives l);(r) / l);(O)(r) for small r, and is 

thus closely related. to the · D functions of Sec. III. This approach was also 

discussed by LMIT. 

The Schrodinger equation, in terms Of the reduced masses fJ- 12 , fJ-3' 

and the coordinates defined in Eq. (85), reads 

[- 1 
( 96) 

with 

1 1 + 1 
= 

fJ-12 m1 m2 

and 

1 1 1 -- +· 
fJ-3 m m1 + m2 

3 

The potential decomposes as in Sec. II: 

v ·= ~ v. . ( p .. ) + v 1 2 3 ( p 1 2' p 3) . 
. .L . lJ lJ 
ltJ 

(97) 

We recall that all pairs ·Pij' pk can be expressed in terms of p 12 and p3 . 

The Green's function for incoming spherical waves is then 

where 
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and 

( 98) 

The integral equation for the wave function reads 

- I I I I 
~ (£12' £3) = X(£12' ~3)+ .7. G(p .. - p ... ; £k- pk) V .. (p .. ) 

l(J -lJ ...;lJ - lJ lJ 

(99) 

where the potential is assumed to have a finite range r 
0 

v .. (p .. ) = 0 if p .. > ro ' 
lJ lJ lJ 

and 

( 1 00) 

The X in Eq. ( 99) will typically be of the form 

I 

X (£12' £3) = :2: C(Hj; mm 1 f!) j£(pl2ql2) j£
1

(p3k3) Y£ m(ql2)Y£~
1 

(lC3) 

( 1 01) 

Gribov carried out a detailed analysis of the domains of integration for which 

Eq. (98) would produce the maximum contribution to Eq. (99), obtaining ex

pansion at low energies in terms of the momenta and the zero energy scattering 

amplitude 

a .. = 
lJ 

f! .. 
1. J I v. .. 2 ----:-"--,..--2 . (p .. ) A- •. (p .. ) d p .. 

2 rr 11 lJ lJ 't' lJ lJ lJ 
( 1 02) 

where <j>ij represents the wave function for the interacting pair ij. In 

general, the maximum contribution from each V .. term in Eq. (99) occurs 
lJ 

in the region where pij < ro and. pk >> ro, so that the product wave function 

there is of the form 
sin (kr + 6£- £rr/2) 

kr <j>ij (pij) 
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with <j> •. being the wave function for an interacting pair inside the potential 
lJ 

region. An iteration procedure is defined there which is restricted to 

and 

KT << 1 
0 ' 

Ka.. << 1, 
lJ 

( 1 03) 

where K is proportional to the maximum relative. momentum for an inter

acting pair. These restrictions are similar to those of Sec. II. The con

ditions ( 103) are not well satisfied in tau decay as was found in LMIT. With 

the pairs in states of well:-defined angular momentum, the wave function would 

be expected to be regulated by centrifugal barrier considerations [see (34a) 

and (101)], but, within the interaction region, i. is no longer well defined 

and interactions may distort the angular distribution, as is explained in 

Gribov. 

The functions of Sec. III give similar expansions, 

from the iteration series 13 

2iki. 00 

s i. ( k) = 1 - f dr u i. (kr) V(.r) <j> i. fi. { -k) 0 

which is related to the partial-wave amplitude 

Si.(k) -1 
A (k) = 

i. 2ik 

Direct use of the Jost functions in Eq. (105) gives 

as may be seen 

(k, r), ( 1 04) 

( l 05) 

( l 06) 

if the limit exists and is continuous. For most potentials this is true if there 
13 

was neither an i. = 0 bound state or a zero-energy resonance (see Newton 

·for details). A typical low energy expansion for s -waves is then 

-1 -1 -2 . 2 
f 0(kij) = f 0 (o) - f 0 (o) f 0 (0) kij + ... O(kij ) 

= f 0 (0) -l [1- i A 0(0) kij + ... ] (107) 

where A
0

(0) .is essentially the a .. of Eq. (102). Use of the product enhance
lJ 

ment ( 9 3) of the independent pair model then gives 

2 2 
I (E) = II I D n (k .. = 0) I I l- i :2:: A·. k·. + ... I . if j .r. lJ lJ lJ 

(1 08) 

; 
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Thus the Gribov formalism with approximations ( 103) is equivalent to the 

assumption of independent pair interactions. 

D. Dispersion Relations 

Dispersion-relation techniques, which exploit unitarity and the analytic 

properties of scattering amplitudes, accommodate final-state interactions 

with techniques that are straightforward generalizations of those in Sec. IV. 

There the unitarity condition (70) related amplitude phases, and integral 

relations such as Eq. (79) were solved with the methods presented in Appendix 

B. In practice, calculational details often obscure the explicit use of these 

methods. 

The Mandelstam 
20 

double -dispersion representation has several fea

tures that make analysis of final-state effects especially convenient. For a 

typical process, as represented by Fig. 8, the amplitude A(s
1

, s 2 , s
3

) is con

sidered a function of the three invariants formed from the available four 

momenta, 

and 

2 
sl = -(p2 + P3) 

2 
s2 = -(pl + p3) 

= 2 
(pl + p 4) ' 

2 = - (p2 + p 4) ' ( 1 09) 

Two of these variables are independent; the analytic structure of A(s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ) 

then provides integral representations whose solutions are usually estimated 

by various approximation schemes. In this theory, analytic continuation of 

A to various domains provides a description of all processes related by inter

change of incoming and outgoing particles in a single diagram such as Fig. 8. 

This enables determination of the amplitude of interest from others which 

may be more easily analyzed or whic~ may have an explicit dependence upon 

the final-state pair interactions. Tau decay provides an especially simple 

and clear example. Khuri and Treiman
54 

and Sawyer and Wali
55 

obtained 

low-energy approximations to the amplitude A(TiT, iTiT), subsequently continu

ing the results to the physical region for T - 31T. The s -wave unitarity con

dition [analogous to Eq. (70)] for the two-pion intermediate states reads 

2 2 1/2 + 
Im As (71r

3
, 1r

1
, 1r

2
) = [q /(q + 1)] ~As (71r 3 , 21T) ts (21T, 1r 1 1r2 ), 

( 11 0) 
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MU-30388 

Fig. 8. Tau decay variables of Eq. ( 1 09) .. 
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where t is the pion-pion scattering amplitude 
s 

UCRL-1 0762 

( 111) 

for isotopic spin T and relative momentum q. The variables (1 09) of the 

Mandelstam representation are especially convenient here, since they can be 

chosen as the invariants for each pion pair. Thus, the individual final-state 

pair interactions are clearly distinguishable throughout the calculation. The 

a~ticles of Chew
18 

and Jackson19 contain details of the general theory. 

Peierls and Tarski 
56 

have recently considered production processes 

with two interacting pairs in a three-particle final state. As in the above 

examples, the process is described in terms of the invariants of the inter

acting pair .. They speculate that the amplitudes are of the form 

[1 +a(s 12 ) + b(s
13

)] or [l +a(s
12

)] [1 +b(s
13

)] which are equivalent for weak 

interactions. The latter form is expected from a model in which the two-pair 

interactions are independent as we saw in Eq. l 08. 

E. Three -Body Interactions 

Three-body forces, such as those depicted in Fig. 2, are not, strictly 

speaking, final-state interactions in the spirit of the foregoing sections, since 

it is unlikely that their influence can be meaningfully separated from the pro

duction process except, perhaps through the energy dependence of the total 

. F . d T 1· 57 h d . bl t. If.· eros s sec bon. 1n an ep 1tz ave suggeste a pos s1 e excep 1on. 

two particles scatter in the presence o(a common, long-range potential, their 

relative kinetic energy when interacting will be displaced from its asymptotic 

value. For example, the attractive TT - He 
3 

force could displace the true 

energy dependence of the TT - TT interaction in the ABC experiment
45 

considered 

previously. 
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VI. FINAL-STATE CORRECTIONS TO BORN CALCULATIONS 

In this, section we erriploythe fo.n;nalism of Sec. III to obtain two ap

proximation techniques for final-state corrections to the transition matrix in 

Born approximation. Typical example·s are the photodetachment of negative 

ions, such as the process 'I+ 0 - 0 e-. For such processes the transition 

·matrix is given by 

T = J d 3 r tJj f - ':' ( q, r) V ( r, k) <j> B ( r) , ( 112) 

where 4; is a continuum wave function of momentum q, <j>B is the bound 

state function, and V 1.s the interaction, depending parametrically on the 

incident rnbrnentum k(k and q are related by energy conservation). The 

integration in Eq. (112) is usually confined by the small spatial extension of 

the bound state <j>B or by the effective interaction V. · A high momentum 

transfer will have the same effect. Thus,· for q sufficiently small that the 

wavelengths tl/ q is greater than this range, the detailed r dependence of 

4; will be unimportant. We recall from Eq. (46) the relation 

.I ' ( ) . 'f - l ( . ) .I' ( 0) ( ) 
'+' f q, r r- rY f -q '+' f q, r ( 113) 

Substitution of relation ( 113) into Eq. ( 112) then gives the approximation 

T(E) = l ( 114) 

B where T is just the Born approximation matrix element 

( ll 5) 

The asymptotic condition (53) then gives the Born approximation for high 

energies, as would be expe.cted: 

This approximation is essentially that of Sec. II. For 0 detachment, the 

dipole matrix element becomes, in the Born approximation, 

where <j>
2

p is the bound-state electron's wave function and j f 

solution for the ejected S- or D-wave electron. 

( 116) 

is the free 
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We obtain a more complete account of the final-state effects from use 

of the relation (43): 

+ k~+l cj>£ (k, r) 
y;£ (k, r) = f_t( -k) kr 

We recall that cj> £ (k, r) is an entire function of k, which gives simple analytic 

properties to T and again relegates the final-state singularities to D-l 

Poles occur at the zeroes of D corresponding to bound states of energy 

E., E.< 0. The residues 
1 1 

r. = lim T(E) 
1 

E-E. D'(E) 
1 

29 
are related to parameters of the bound state. The discontinuity of T along 

the positive real E axis is 

Im T (E) '= e -io(q) sin o(q) T, ( 11 7) 

since TB is real and the phase is provided by D [see Eqs. (45) and (58)]. 

Additional singularities may arise from TB which must be examined in each 

case. Generally, they are expected to be unimportant in energy regions of 

physical interest. 29 The dispersion relation for T then reads 

T(E)- TB(E) = 2::. ri + .!_ j dE' lm[T(E')- TB(E')] 
1 E - E. 'TT 0 E' - E -. iE 

1 

The reality of TB and ( 11 7) then give 

T(E) = TB(E) + 2::. ri + .!_ j dE' e -io(E') sin o(E') T (E') 
1 E E. 'TT 0 E' - E - iE 

1 

( 118) 

Integrals of this form frequently occur in final-state and dispersion-relation 

theory (they were encountered in the previous section). Appendix B contains 

general methods for their solution. Here we shall use the N/D method of 

Chew and Mandelstam, 
58 

an adaptation of the Fredholm method for integral 

equations. 

The T-matrix ( 118) is taken to be of the form N/D, with N being ana

lytic except for cuts (and possibly poles) on the negative real axis. The func

tion D is analytic except for a branch cut on the _positive real axis, where 

lm N = lin T D = 0. The dispersion relation for D is then 
ri J 

[T(E)- TB(E)- 2::. 
1 

r i ] 
E -E. 

1 

oo · Im [TB(E') + :L:i E' -Ei D(E') 
D(E) = .!_ f dE' 

'TT 0 E' - E 
( ll 9) 
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The reality· of TB gives 

r i J 
r oo fT (E')+L:: E'-Eo ImD(E') 

T(E) = TB (E) + 2:: 0 _ ___;i:__ + 1 J dE I L;_B ____ i ___ 1 ____ _ 
1 E - Ei rrD(E) 0 E' - D 

We note that a once- subtracted dispersion relation for D would read 

~b- (YVI/1) 
\ -:v E-Eo oo 

d' ~v ~ D(E) = D(Ei) + TT 1 JO 
Im J?(E') 

dE' 
(E' :... E) (E' .,. E) 

1 

G~'J)) ~hich enables (120) to be expressed as 

ro 
1 

D(E.) 
1 + 

D(E) 

l oo TB(E') Im D(E') 

rrD(E)fOdE' E'-E-iE 

\ 

·The integral representation for D is just that of Eqo (58): 

D(E) 
-/::).(E) = e ' 

where 

( 120) 

( 121) 

( 122) 

1 000 6 ( e 1 
) p 00 6 ( E 1 

) 0 · 0 

/::).(E)= TI- f
0

dE' E'-E-iE =-;f
0

dE' E'-E+16(E)=p(E)+16(E) =u(E). (123) 

The solution to Eq. 118 is, finally, 

r oo B -p(E') 
T(E)=T (E)+L::o i eu(E)-(Ei)·+eu(E)f dE' T (E')e. sin6(E

1
) 

B 1 E - E 0 0 TT E I - E l iE 
1 

This is the solution obtained by slightly different methods in Appendix B. 

Thus knowledge of the scattering phase shifts for the final state enables 

determination of T from the Born approximation. That T has the phase 

of the final state is seen by rewriting this in the form 

• T(E)= ei6 (E) [ TB(E) cos 6(E) + ep(E) p jO dE' TB(E') e-p(E')sin6(E')J. 
. TT ' E' - E 

( 124) 

Practical application is complicated by the infinite-range intergrals 

in (12.3) and (124). Empirical or theoretical phase shifts are seldom known 

for very high energies. More serious is the opening of inelastic channels 

which may occur at relatively low energies in atomic physics. In principle, 

these dif~iculties can be minimized by making subtractions in the integrals. 

These may be chosen to emphasize low energies where the (elastic) phases 
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are known. In general, such subtractions give an increased dependence on 

the accuracy of the phase shifts used. As shown in Appendix B, subtraCtions 

m u(E) do not affect the integral in ( 124). 

· Klein and Brueckne r 59 calculated the photodetachment eros s section 

for 0- using bound and free -wave functions determined from a phenomeno

logical polarization potential adjusted to give the correct electron affinity of 

1.465 eV. They found these functions well approximated by the asymptotic 

forms valid outside the range of the p·otentials: 

u(r)--k
1 

sin(kr+cS), s r s 

l 
kr sin(krt6d-TT) ( 12 5) 

e-A.r 1 
u 2p(r) = N --r- (l + A.r 

The cross section is then determined from the dipole matrix elements as given 
60 

by Bates and Massey: 

8TT 
2 

(M 
2 

+2M 
2

) 
m k e w 

(I = -3-
h

2 
c 

s d 

00 
3 

M = fo u (r) u 2p (r) r dr , ( 126) 
s s 

and 

00 
3 

Md = J0 ud (r) u 2p (r) r dr 

The small d-phase shifts permit approximating u 2p by the free solution 

j 2 (kr). Since the dipole operator emphasizes large r, the asymptotic forms 

(125) are expected to be fairly accu~ate. Klein and Brueckner calculated the 

free electron wave function and found it well fitted by an effective range p!}.ase 

shift for c5 in Eqs. ( 126). Since their work, the experimental situation h~s 

changed somewhat. The experimental curve now closely approximates the 

shape of the Born approximation approximation (apart from normalization). 

The most recent experimental photodetachment cross sections as given by 

Smith 
61 

are shown in Fig. 9. For s -wave phases at low energies, the effective 

range theory, k cot6 =a -l + 1/2 r
0 

k 2 , gives an especially simple form for 

exp [±p) [see Eqs. (125) and (A-9)] appearing in Eq. (124): 
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- D(E) = exp [ -p -io] 

Equation ( 124) then becomes 

T i6 [TB s: +gta2 
P = e cos u 

2 E + f3 rr 

The last term simplifies to 

g 2 

E + f3 -;;-

00 

P fo 
'IT 

00 
dE' 

E' -E 

dE' 

E' -E 

UCRL-1 0762 

-- k + if3 
k+ ia 

TB (E') . 

This formalism was employed to correct the Born cross section obtained 

from Eqs. (125) and (126): 

where 

and 

K 2 __ 2m (w w ) _ 
t1 - 0 -

2mw0 
1i (x - 1) , 

1iw
0 

= 1.465 eV. 

The results of correcting the s -wave Born term for a scattering length 

a= -0.4 and effective range r
0 

= 2. 7 (in atomic units) are shown in Fig. 9o It 

is seen that these final-state interaction parameters reduce the Born estimate 

toward the experimental values and correct the minor differences in the curve 

shapes. (The normalization of the Born approximation is rather rough). This 

scattering length is in accord with the various estimates of electron-oxygen 
. 65 

scattenng. 
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Fig. 9. Oxygen photodetachment cross -section: Born calculation, 
corrected Born results, and .experimental points of Smith. 
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VII. KINEMATICAL ABSORPTION OF FINAL-STATE EFFECTS 

Usually, final-state interactions are detected through deviations from 

the phase -space predictions for the invariant mass spectrum of the interact

ing pair, or for the momentum spectrum of a third, spectator particle. It is 

interesting to consider the extent to which additional, unobserved particles in 

the final state may affect the detection of these interactions. This is not a 

problem, of_course, in bubble chamber experiments, where the invariant 

mass of the interacting pair is observed directly, or inferred from the mis

sing mass. Kinematic considerations allow us to distinguish between one or 

more than one neutral particles. However, counter experiments depending on 

the momentum of a single particle would be affected by such additional parti

cles. The process p + D-+ He 3 + 21T of ABC45 would provide an example of 

this effect if an additional unobserved pion were produced (usually the momen

tum of He 3 is measured). For a three-particle state with a single interact

ing pair there is an unique value of the relative momentum q of a pair if the 

momentum of the third (spectator) particle is known. Truong so estimated 

the 1T-1T scattering length from the ABC experiment in which the He 3 mo

mentum spectrum was measured. This direct coupling gives the enhancement 

as a function of q, enabling estimation of the parameters of the pair interac

tion, as was seen in the preceding sections. This is not true for a four

particle state wherein each value of the spectator momentum corresponds to 

an ensemble of q values allowed by momentum conservation. It is to be ex

pected that this averaging over an ensemble will wash out some of the infor

mation of the interaction communicated to the spectator. We proceed to cal

culate this effect. 

The statistical model estimate of the transition amplitude for an 

n-particle state of total energy E , given by 
n 

n [ 2 2 4 J g? (E ) = f IT o(p. - m. ) 8(p. 0 ) d p. o(E - ~-P·) 
n n i=l 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 

( 12 7) 

incorporates, in the barycentric system, conservation of four momentum and 

the mass -shell constraint. Recursion relations developed by Srivastava and 

Sudarshan65 and Pinski 66 greatly facilitate computation of such integrals. 

The phase integral for a n-1 particle state determines the integral for an 

n-particle state, ""' (E · m '*'n n' l' through the relation 
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dE l ~ 2( E ; E l, m ) ~ 1(E l; m 1, · .. , m l) . n- n n- n n- n- n-

( 128) 

Physically, this corresponds to taking the n-1 particle system as a single 

element and determining ~ 
2 

with it and the nth particle; this is averaged 

over the ensemble of invariant masses of the n-1 particle system with the 

weight function ~ 
1
(E 

1 
). Since ~ 

2 
is known, 

n- n-

the functions for three and four particles follow from Eq. ( 128}: 

(E -m )2 

~3(E3) = f 3 3 2 dE2 2 ~2(E3; E2, m3) ~2(E2; ml, m2)' 

(ml +m2) 

and 

The momentum spectrum of one particle in a pair, 

gives 

. 2 TIP . 
,..;l 

= -- o( E - w
1 

- w
2

) , 
wlw2 

(129) 

( 130} 

( 131) 

( 132) 
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2 2 1/2 
with w(m, p} = (m + p ) Conservation o functions determine E

2 
and 

E3: 

E 2 [E3 - (m 
2 2 l/2 2 2 

= + . .£3 ) ] - p 2 3 ..-J3 

and 

E 2 
2 1/2 2 2 

= [E 4 - ( m 4 + l' 4 ) ] - p 3 -4 

[The three -particle spectrum is trivially determined from Eqs. ( 15) or ( 12 7) to 

be 

with q measured in the m
1

, m
2 

center of mass, and p3' w
3 

measured in 

the. laboratory system. ] An interaction of the 1, 2 pair produces an enhance

ment of the spectrum ( 130} which will be a function of the invariant mass of the 
\ 

pair {or of q 2 ): 

An obvious criterion for the interaction's influence on Eq. {133} will be 

the range of energy E
2
(q2 ) accessible to the pair l, 2. A threshold experi

ment will give little freedom to the pair; the effect of the enhancement will be 

only a multiplicative constant with no kinematic detail. (The pair's energy 

ranges from m
1 

+ m
2 

to E
4 

- m
3 

- m
4

,} The greater the variation of D(E) 

in Eq. ( 13 3) the more will be the effect of the interaction on the spectrum. 

The three- and four-particle spectra for a range of attractive andre

pulsive interactions are depicted in Fig. 10. As would be expected, attrac

tive interactions distort the four-particle spectrum towards the shape of that 

for three particles; in the limit of very strong attraction, the pair will act as 

a unit, as Eq. ( 133) iinplie s.. Pin ski 66 studied the effects of such enhance

ments for pion resonances. 
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Fig. lOa. Enhancement factors for square potential (A-1) with 
ro = 1 F for process N + N --+ N + N + rr plotted against 
pion momentum (mrr/c). Attractive well depth (a) 0.3, 
(b) 4.5 and repulsive barrier height, (c) 0.3, and (d) 3.0 
(units m'IT). 
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Fig. lOb. Enhanced spectra for attractive potentials (a) and (b). 
Total energy is 20mn. 
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Fig. lOc. Enhanced spectra for repulsive potentials (c) and (d). 
Total energy is 20m;r. 
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Fig. !Od. Enhanced pion-momentum spectrum for process 
N + N ~ N + N + 2rr for' potentials (b) and (d). Total 
energy is 20mrr. 
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The interesting but not surprising conclusion to be drawn from these 

calculations is that little information of the details of the final-state interac

tion are transmitted to the four -particle spectrum. In fact, the detection of 
' " 

any but extreme interactions is difficult unless experimental resolution is 

rather good, since typical symptoms are moderate broadening and shifting of 

the maximum. The effects on the three -particle spectrum are, by contrast, 

more striking and informative. Of course, phase-space estimates are not ex

pected to be prec'ise for experiments in the GeV region where many of the 

final-state particles may un~ergo some interaction. Certainly, the four

particle spectrum will be of negligible value for experiments with more than 

one interacting final- state pair. We can conclude that the interaction of a 

single pair may be detected, but little of its details can be obtained. 

\ 
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APPENDIXES 

A. Jost Functions 

Jost functions for several common potentials are given below. 

1. Square Well 

V( r) = - V 
0

, 

V( r) = 0 

and 

For s -wave, this reduces to 

2. Repulsive Square ·Barrier. 

v
0 

> o, 

K
2 = k 2 + V 0 ' 

( A-1) 

(A-2) 

(A-3) 

For k2 > IV 
0 

I, the Jo st function is just Eq. ( A-2) with V 
0 

replaced 

by -IV0 1. For k 2 <!Vol the s-wave result is obtained from the continua

tion of Eq. ( A-2 ), 

(A-4) 

3. Exponential Well 

We have 

-r/a 
V( r) = - V 

0
e , 

and 

(A-5) 
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4. Yukawa Potential 

00 

V(r) = V 0 J 
f.l. 

-a.r 
da. p (a.) e 

with h(a., k, r) defined through 

p(a.} = 0, f.L>O 

da. p (a.) 
a. a.+ 2ik h(a., k, r)' 

00 

-a.r f h( a., k, r) = e + V 
0 

da. I p ( 0. I _ 0. ) 
'---'-----'- h(a. 1

, k, r) . 
a.' a.'+ 2ik 

a.+f.J. 

(A-6) 

(A-7) 

A typical determination of the f1 (k} from the phase shift (57} is that for ef

fee tive range theory in s -wave, 

-1 1 2 
k cot 6 = a + -

2 
r k , e . 

15 = tan-l [k/(k 2 + .!_ r k
2

)] = -
2
1 iln[(k- ia.} (k + if3)/(k + ia.} (k- if3)], 

2 e 
(A-8) 

1 . 1 -1 [ ] 
with I re(a.- (3) = 1, 2 rea.f3 =a see (60} . 

Then for a.> 0, f3 :> 0 (no bound states), 

fl (k) = exp {- z'~ J dk' I In (k - in) (k + i~)} 
_

00 
k 1 - k + ie (k + ia.} (k - if3) 

Separation of the integrand to avoid branch cuts gives 

f (k) = k - ~(3 
l k - 10. 

(A-9) 

For this phase shift, the S-matrix may be constructed directly; then the func

tion (A-9) may be found trivially. Jost and Kohn
12 

considered an example 

with a bound state (deu.teron}, finding the result (A-9) with appropriate a. and 

(3. 
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B. Integral Equations 

Frequently, final-state interactions provide the phase for otherwise 

unknown matrix elements, as seen in Sees. IV and VI. The resulting class of 

equations is of the form 

<P(x) = g(x) + .!._ J Im <P(x 
1

) 

'IT X 1 - X - ie 
L 

-
1 J h>;<(

1

x 1
) <P(x.1)dx , 

dx 1 = g(x) + 
'IT X - X - lE 

L 

( B -1) 

with h(x) = eio(x) sin o(x),. and o real. The function ill may be expressed 

in terms of the function 

through 

where 

F(z) = 1 J h>\x 1) <P(x 1) dx 1 

2'!Ti x 1 
- z 

L 

>!< + 
h (x) <P(x) = F(x ) - F(x -) , 

F(x±) = lim .F(x ± ie) . 
e-+-0+ 

In final-state applications, L typically consists of segments of the real 

energy axis. With (B-3), (B-1) becomes 

-2io(x) + - >:' 
e F(x ) - F(x ) = g(x) h (x) . 

( B-2) 

(B-3) 

(B-4) 

The homogeneous equation [Eq. ( B -4) with g = 0] has the solution, found from 

the logarithm of Eq. (B-4), 

r2 ( z) = exp [ u( z) ] , (B -5) 

and 

u(z) 1 J . o(x 1
) 

= 'IT dxl 
x 1 

- z 
L 
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which reduces, near the segment L(z = xiie) to 

where 

p(x) = : J dx' 
o(x ') 

x'- x 
L 

This is just the Jost function integral representation (58) of Sec. III. 

The function Q?( z), defined through 

F( z ) = lJJ ( z) n ( z ) , 

has the discontinuity across L determined by Eq. ( B -4): 

ljJ (x +) - ljJ (x -) = g(x) h>!'(x) n -l(x -) = g(x) e -p(x) sin o(x) . 

This is analogous to Eq. (B-5), having the solution 

ljJ(z) = 1 
2Tri 

g(x') e -p(x') sin o(x') · + P(z) 
x' - z 

( 

( B -6) 

(B -7) 

(B-8) 

(B -9) 

with P(z) being an arbitrary polynomial. Boundary conditions usually re-

strict the polynomial to at most a constant, depending upon the particular ap

plication (zero and one are the usual choices). The same is true of the solu

tion ( B -5 ), but additive constants here do not affect the solutions to Eq. ( B -1) 

as will be shown. Finally, Eqs. (B-7) and (B-9) give 

F( z) = u(z) J _e__ dx' 
2Tri 

L 

g(x') e -p(x') sin o(x') + eu(z) P(z). 
x' - z 

This, on comparison with Eq. (B-2) leads to the solution to Eq. (B-1) 

eu~x) fdx' q) ( X) = g( X) t " 

L 

g( x) e -p(x') sin o(x') ( ) 
"""-'--'---.----"'----=-- + e u x P( x) . 

x' - z 

(B-10) 

(B-11) 
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In Sec. IV, g was just the constant C, while in Sec. VI, 

'r. 
g( z) = T B ( z) + L z -\. 

1 
1 

(B-12) 

The bound-state term is accommodated as follows. From Eq. (B-6) it is evi

dent that the integral along L is equivalent to 

u(x) 
-e J 

cl 

-U( z I) ( I) 
dz I e g z 

Z I - Z 
(B-13) 

with c
1 

shown in Fig. 11. With the hypothesis that e -u(z) g(z) is analytic 

exclusive of L and the poles on the negative real axis, and vanishes at in

finity, the integral (B-13) is identical to that around the contour c
2 

+ C
3

. 

Integrated around c
2

, Eq. (B-13) gives -g(z), canceling the first term of 

Eq. (B-11), while that around c
3 

picks up the poles: 

r. e tu(x) 

-Li 
1 

21Ti J -u(z
1

) d 1 L 
e z = r 

(z 1 -z)(z 1 -x.) i i 
c3 1 

This is the form quoted in Sec. VI. 

X- X. 
1 

( B -14) 

Addition of a constant to u has no effect on Eq. ( B -11 ), so subtrac

tions to improve convergence, equivalent to replacement of Eq. ( B -5) by 

u ( z) 
= (z- zo) J o(z 1) dz 1 

1T z 1 
- z 

(B-15) 

L 

leave the solution unchanged. More detailed discussions of these equations 

are found in Muskhelishvili, 46 Omnes, 25 and Jacob, Maheux, and Omnes. 
23 

The clearest exposition is that of Jackson. 24 
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MU-30394 

Fig. 11. Contour for Eq. (B- 14). 
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